
Frequently Asked Questions with Regard to Transgender Identity 
What does being transgender actually mean? 

Most people have bodies that match how they/ee/ themselves to be inside. If you have a 
male body, the likelihood is that you also think of yourself as a man. Your physical sex is 
male (you have a firm jaw, facial hair, etc.) and your gender-the way that you think of 
yourself - is'also male. Similarly someone whose physical sex is female, probably have a 
gender that matches, i.e. she feels herself to be female. 

Not everyone is that fortunate. Some people have male bodies but who are aware that 
they are actually female. Others have female bodies but sense that they are really male. 
We describe these people as having "gender dysphoria" - their mental and emotional 
gender doesn't match their physical sex. 

Someone is transgender when they seek to correct that, by amending their appearance so 
that their physical bodies match their internal gender. This is normally under the guidance 
of a specialist doctor. 

How do you know that you are transgender? 

This is probably best answered by an illustration. If you are right handed and try to write 
with your left, you know that it feels "wrong" Everything about it seems wrong. It is 
uncomfortable. It is difficult. It doesn't work the same. You can do it, but you'd feel a lot 
happier using your correct hand. When you switch to your correct hand, everything is ok. 
For me, living as Steve is a bit like using my wrong hand - I can do it but it's not 
comfortable, it's difficult, it doesn't work the same. Those who have met Selina find her a 
calmer, gentler, person - but with the same sense of humour as Steve was - some things 
about your personality don't change. Including my dedication to God and to serving 
everyone at St. Paul's. 

So why are you doing this? 

Basically because if I don't my mental health is likely to go down the pan. The pressure of 
waking up every day and looking in a mirror, seeing a person who doesn't fit with how I 
perceive myself to be, is mentally exhausting. People who know me well have noticed a 
deterioration in my mental well-being over this last year. My worry is that, everyone has a 
breaking point and I am fast approaching mine. If I didn't do this, then a breakdown is far 
more likely. 

In addition, those who have met Selina find that she is a far more relaxed, far happier 
person. She's even a more courteous driver! 



Did you know you were going to transition when you came to Australia? 

No. Even though I knew a lot of people in England who had transitioned or were in the 
process of transitioning, it was never on my list of "things to do". 

So why did you leave it until now? 

This is possibly best answered by an analogy. When I was younger I never thought I would 
be called to ordination. Sure, I believed in God but never for a moment thought I would 
become a priest, indeed, I remember my mum asking me at the age of 13 whether it was 
something I might consider - I was adamant that it wasn't even remotely possible. Over a 
long period of time, though, I became aware that God was calling me to this (It was almost 
as if God kept nagging me to do something about it) and that I had to answer that call. I 
didn't plan it beforehand - I just followed what I believed was the right thing to do. 

Similarly, I've always known that there was something different about me. But I didn't 
realise that I was actually transgender and that I needed to do something about it until a 
couple of years ago. I answered that nagging insistence that this was something I had to 
do. i didn't plan it beforehand: I didn't choose the date from an early age - I simply 
followed what I believed was the right thing to do at the time that I felt was the right time. 

Are you gay? 

No. Gender identity and sexual orientation are completely different things. They are as 
similar as apples and armadillos! Gender identity refers to your internal knowledge of your 
gender - whether you feel like you are a man or a woman on the inside. It is very much an 
emotional or spiritual reaction to who you are. Sexual orientation, on the other hand, is to 
do with who you are attracted to. Transgender people are no more likely to be same-sex-
attracted than any other group of society. On a personal level, I have never found men 
attractive, only women. But as Wendy has always maintained, "You can look, but you can't 
touch." 

What do Wendy and the family think about this? 

Wendy writes, "I have loved the same person for over half my life. We met when I was 18 
so you could say, my entire adult life. We have survived marriage, children, weight gain, 
weight loss, mental and physical illness, grief and relocations. We have lived in 10 houses, 
5 counties, 2 countries. This habit of loving is strong with me. I can't see it ending over a 
matter of appearance or gender identity." 

She has known about Selina since very early in our relationship. Over the last few years, 
what was initially just an occasional hobby has grown to become a life-changing event. She 
has found it difficult (and, to be fair, has handled it better than I would have done if it had 



been her who is transitioning). But, she fell in love with a person, not just an appearance. 
That's why love continues even when looks have changed or faded (I've never been under 
any misapprehension that it's my film star good looks that she has found so appealing over 
the years.) Between us, we've worked through all this and are still extremely strong. 

Katherine and Rebecca (and for that matter, James and Andrew) have been quite blase 
about the wljiole thing. I think that this next generation haveja far more healthy idea of 
what sex and gender are about than my generation. I'm certainly not the only transgender 
person that they know. 

Are you having any form of surgery? 

No, I'm not seeking any surgery. The old Yorkshire adage "If it ain't broken, don't fix it" 
applies. 

Does this mean we will be flying the Rainbow flag outside the church? 

No. I want St. Paul's to function just as it has. If at some later stage the church council feel 
that a statement needs to be made then that is fine but it's not something I am pushing 
for. Contrary to popular belief there is no "transgender agenda". 

I really want people to understand that things will not change dramatically at St. Paul's. 
The sermons will not be about LGBT issues any more than they have been in the last four 
years I have been here. I came to Australia as a result of a call to come and be a priest to 
the people of Ipswich. That has not changed. I do not see myself as a campaigner - I am 
simply your Rector. As such, the job description has not changed. The only real difference 
is that the person in the pulpit will be slightly more attractive than the previous guy. 

What about some-sex marriages? 

At present, they cannot be carried out by Anglican clergy or on Anglican premises. My 
transition will not change that. 

But, does this mean you and Wendy are in a same-sex marriage? 

I can see why you might think that (and it is a really hot topic at the moment), but I'll give 
you a few reasons why I don't believe that we are: 

Legally: Our marriage certificate shows that our marriage was between a man and a 
woman. That isn't going to change. (Nor do I wish my birth certificate to be altered.) 
The ceremony which took place on 4th September 1988 was between a man and a 
woman. No changes today (or at any other time) will alter that fact. 



Sacramentally: Transitioning in no way changes my baptism. Nor does it change my 
ordination or any other sacrament that I received at any time in the past. If that is 
the case, then it seems that the sacramental nature of the marriage is similarly 
unchangeable - surely that is in accordance with our Lord's teaching on the nature of 
marriage "What God has joined together, let no-one separate" Mt 19:4-6; Mk 10:7-
9. To construe that our marriage has somehow become a same-sex marriage (which 
is not legal in church law) would actually seem to be advocating divorce, which is in 
direct contravention with Our Lord's teaching on the subject, as you will read in 
those passages. 

Now, some would say that gender transitioning would fall under the "sexual 
deviations" clause Jesus cited. For this to be true it would have to imply that my 
transition makes me truly female, which begs the question, which one of us is the 
husband? For only a husband may divorce his wife in such circumstances; the wife 
doesn't have a say. And it wasn't mandatory: only if the husband desired it to be so 
would the divorce be granted. Alternatively, if you believe that my transition does 
not make me truly female, then there is no bar to the marriage continuing. 

Physically: The marriage rite states that marriage is a gift from God in which children 
may be born out of a bodily union. As I mentioned previously, no surgery is involved 
so, apart from our advancing years, there is no bar to that union still taking place. 
But, if we see marriage purely to be a culmination of a physical act, then I think our 
view of marriage falls short of what it truly is: a union of souls; a celebration of love; 
a culmination of relationship. 

We can't coll you Father Steve any more. What should we call you? 

Reverend Selina, or Rector, or just Sel is fine by me. And if you inadvertently call me Steve 
don't worry. Just please try not to next time. 

I'm sure that you must have other questions - please don't feel embarrassed to ask. I'd 
rather you heard the answer from me than from sound bites or social media hearsay, 
much of which is misleading (at best). 

Please talk to one another and pray as we all work through the implications of this new 
identity and what it means to us all. 

If necessary and you would like support from outside the Parish please contact 

Robyn Murray (psychologist): murrav.robvn^gmail.com / 0412 374 075 

+Cam Venables (Regional Bishop): cvenables(S)angiicanchurchsq.org.au / 0419 784 456 
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